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Abstract. As a basis for offering policy and setting tariffs, cyber-insurance
carriers need to assess the cyber risk of companies. This paper explores
the challenges insurance companies face in assessing cyber risk, based on
literature and interviews with representatives from insurers. The interview subjects represent insurance companies offering cyber-insurance in
a market where this is a new and unknown product. They have limited
historical data, with few examples of incidents leading to payout. This
lack of experience and data, together with the need for an efficient sales
process, highly impacts their approach to risk assessment. Two options
for improving the ability to perform thorough yet efficient assessments of
cyber risk are explored in this paper: basing analysis on reusable sectorspecific risk models, and including managed security service providers
(MSSPs) in the value chain.
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Introduction

Cyber-insurance has been defined in literature as “the transfer of financial risk
associated with network and computer incidents to a third party” [9]. It can take
many forms, offering third party or first party coverage, and covering a variety
of threat types [8, 24]. The demand for this insurance product is increasing [35,
36]. Although cyber-insurance has been around in some form for several decades,
the cyber-insurance products are still relatively immature. This is underlined by
statements such as “cyber policies are still the Wild West of insurance policies”
[11] and “products are untested, pricing appears arbitrary and experimentation
in contract writing is commonplace” [4]. Academic research on cyber-insurance
has identified a number of challenges and knowledge gaps [4, 24, 40], some of
which are related to assessing cyber risk.
Taking on cyber in their product portfolio is associated with a greater risk
for insurance companies than other traditional covers, which is reflected in the
product’s pricing. According to a UK study, the cost of cyber-insurance relative
to the limit purchased is typically three times the cost of cover for more established general liability risks, and six times higher than for property insurance
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[18]. The UK study additionally points out that cyber-insurance has a lower
price differentiation across customers, something that may be due to a lack of
historical data in underwriting or inappropriate means of assessing the cyber
risk of potential customers. This is concerning as it undermines the role that
insurance can have in increasing the security posture of insurance buyers, since
they will not see any benefit in terms of lower insurance cost [18].
As a basis for offering policy and setting tariffs, cyber-insurance carriers need
to assess the cyber risk of companies. Insurance companies do this to differentiate between potential clients, thus reducing the risk of adverse selection [34].
This paper explores the challenges insurance companies face in assessing cyber
risk, based on literature (Section 2) and interviews with representatives from
insurance companies (Section 3). Section 4 outlines two options for improving
the ability to perform thorough, yet efficient assessments of cyber risk: basing
analysis on reusable sector-specific risk models, and including managed security
service providers (MSSPs) in the value chain. Section 5 discusses the contribution of the paper and provides suggestions for further work. Section 6 concludes
the paper.

2

Known challenges for assessing cyber risk of insurance
customers

A large number of standards, guidelines and research papers suggest methods
for information security risk assessments [39]. Though they have their differences, the methods tend to include similar steps: characterisation of the system;
threat and vulnerability assessment; risk determination; control identification,
and; evaluation and implementation of controls [15]. Fig. 1 provides an overview
of the risk assessment process and key challenges for insurance companies, identified through searches in academic literature as well as non-academic sources,
such as news articles, technical reports and white papers (see Tøndel et al. [40]
for more details on the method used for the literature study).
The cyber risk of an organisation depends on various internal and external
conditions, including the organisation’s assets, the technology they are using
and its vulnerabilities, the security awareness and competence of the employees,
routines relevant for cyber security, the security of the organisation’s vendors,
vulnerabilities in common infrastructure which the organisation relies on, and the
motivation of potential attackers. With all these factors to consider, and limited
knowledge of the impact of the various factors on the organisation’s overall risk,
risk is complex to understand and evaluate, and it is impossible to verify that
the risk estimation is correct [24]. This is true for the organisation itself, but
also for an insurance company offering cyber-insurance to the organisation. The
premium paid by all insurance holders should cover any payouts plus return
profit to the insurance company. To limit their own risk exposure, the insurers
seek a mix of customers which provide a sufficient premium income compared
to the overall risk portfolio, and a steady flow of payouts.

Globally correlated and interdependent risk

Risk is constantly changing
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Fig. 1. The risk assessment process and challenges

The question of what constitutes “good IT security” has not been answered
conclusively [13]. Research and practice on measuring information security has
progressed, and there are many indicators and measurement frameworks available, see e.g. Herrmann [17] and ISO/IEC 27004 [20]. Still, there is no agreed set
of metrics to predict information security risk in the general case [41]. Setting
security baselines, or providing rewards for companies with documented security
best practices, is difficult due to lack of knowledge about the effect of different
security controls [26]. Simple metrics, like the number of records lost, does not
always correlate with the total cost of the breach [30]. Currently, different insurance carriers evaluate risk in different ways, and they consider a variety of risk
factors, covering both technical and organisational aspects [26, 27].
The lack of robust actuarial data has been pointed out by various sources as
a reason for limited success of the cyber-insurance market [5, 13, 14, 41]. Several
sources of historical cyber-incident information exist, e.g. from CERTs, security
companies or researchers [13]. Examples of surveys that provide relevant data on
costs of cyber-incidents are a NetDiligence survey of insurance payouts related to
cyber liability [30] and Ponemon’s Cost of Data Breach Study [37]. However, it is
not easy to determine which sources of information should be relied upon more
than others [13]. Barriers for information sharing include reluctance by firms to
reveal details on security incidents [5, 16, 41], and limited ability to quantify costs
associated with such incidents [41]. Toregas and Zahn make the following claim:
“Given that many companies are either unaware of a cyber attack or unwilling
to disclose such attacks, and added to the fact that those attacks are hard to
quantify, actuarial data for the cyber-insurance market is missing and unlikely to
be available in the near future” [41]. Insurance carriers are also reluctant to share
incident information, due to a competitive market, and because they fear that
they would ultimately “give more than they get” [26]. The significant information
asymmetries currently present require insurance companies to perform costly
state verification and upfront risk assessments [8].
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Carriers engage clients heavily during the underwriting process. Historically
they used extensive questionnaires [3, 27], but it is becoming more common to
speak directly with clients to understand their vulnerabilities and risk management controls [27]. In this process customers may need to share a potentially large
amount of information with the insurance company. It has been pointed out that
in a competitive environment, potential customers may favour insurance companies with less demanding assessment processes [26]. Likewise, potential clients
may not like being dictated by the insurance company on how to mitigate cyber
risks [28]. Insurance companies are however also interested in having an efficient
assessment process, illustrated by quotes such as “carriers typically don’t spend
weeks with potential insureds reviewing every single aspect of an organization to
see what’s happening with its implementation of information security policies”
[26] and “cybersecurity insurance underwriting essentially tries to weed out the
20 percent of companies who have no clue about cybersecurity from the pool of
potential insureds” [27]. Despite this need to have an efficient process, from the
viewpoints of both customers and providers, it should be pointed out that the
upfront risk assessment performed by insurance companies can have positive
side-effects on increased self-protection, and the consulting and risk assessment
services provided by the insurance company is one central driver of product value
[8].
The experienced cyber risk may change rapidly based on technology changes,
discovery of vulnerabilities, political actions etc. There is a need to understand
how to take these changes into account when it comes to cyber-insurance. Organisational resilience, i.e. the capability of recognizing, adapting to and coping
with the unexpected [42] is relevant for this. In the safety domain, research has
progressed on measuring organisational resilience through risk awareness, response capacity and support [32], and such a measurement framework has been
adapted to the ICT domain [7]. Rapid changes are additionally a challenge for
collecting reliable actuarial data, as changes in technology and attacker profiles
can cause empirical information on incidents to quickly become outdated [8, 24,
26].
According to Böhme and Schwartz [9], cyber risk is characterised by both
interdependent security and correlated risk; the security of a node is dependent
on the security of other nodes and incidents may strike in a correlated fashion.
Interconnected nodes [3, 9] and dominant products [3] are key causes for this
interdependency. An incident in one organisation may thus cause or increase
the likelihood of incidents in another organisation. This risk comes in addition
to the potential impact of an incident on third parties, up and down in the
supply chain [10]. For insurance companies, these characteristics increase risk
of concurrent claims [3]. Additionally, cyber incidents may cause pay-outs on a
number of different insurance policies [22].
Table 1 gives a summary of key points from the literature related to these
challenges.
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Study of insurance companies

In addition to studying relevant literature, we have performed a study of experiences and practices of insurance companies when it comes to their cyber risk
assessment of customers. The study reported in this paper is part of a bigger
ongoing study with the overall goal of identifying what type of decision support
and information is needed for evaluating cyber-insurance offerings, both from
the perspectives of insurance companies and prospective customers.
3.1

Method

We have performed a study among key insurance companies offering cyberinsurance products in the Nordic market. The study included interviews performed in October/November 2015 and examination of relevant documentation.
Relevant insurance companies for the study were identified by studying the web
sites of such companies operating in the Nordic market, and the decision on
which actors to approach for the study was based on the goal of covering the
main actors in one country. The semi-structured interviews were carried out at
the insurance companies’ premises by one or two researchers, and the interviews
were audio recorded and transcribed. The interview guide included the following
topics: role of the interviewee; details of the cyber-insurance products offered;
process for getting in touch with customers, evaluating risk and communicating
policy terms to customers, and; future plans regarding cyber-insurance products. We talked with one representative from each company, and these were in
underwriter or manager roles. Each interview lasted about one hour. All transcripts were thematically coded, and organised into thematic networks [2]. As
the Nordic cyber-insurance market is small with a limited number of providers,
we do not give any further details about the insurance companies that participated, in order to preserve anonymity. However, we point out that the number
of companies interviewed is small, but still comprise the main actors in one of
the Nordic countries. Regarding the context of the study, it should be noted that
cyber-insurance is a relatively new product in the Nordics, and it is only the last
few years that pure cyber-insurance products have been marketed here. Many
Nordic companies are still unaware of cyber-insurance products’ existence.
3.2

Results

The insurance companies we have studied seem to have relatively similar approaches to differentiate insurance customers in terms of risk. In general, they
seem confident that their current approach and evaluation is good enough. At
the same time they experience challenges and constraints in evaluating prospective customers’ cyber risk. Fig. 2 provides an overview of the central themes that
came up in the interviews related to assessment of risk. In the following we go
into these in more detail. An overview of the findings, related to the challenges
identified in literature, can be found in Table 1.
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Challenge

Overview of state of the art

Interview study

Understand risk
factors and their
interaction;
no standard
metric

• Uncertainty in what factors are
most important for risk [13, 24–26,
41].
• Challenging to achieve good
measures of cyber risk [25, 33].
• Insurers lack experience and
standards [24].
• Metrics considered by insurance
companies are varied [3, 26, 27].

• No clear priorities on
what risk factors are most
important.
• Do not have the
competence in-house (use
external security experts to
perform assessments)

Access to data

• Lack of robust actuarial data is
one reason for limited success of the
cyber-insurance market [5, 13, 14, 41].
• Companies can be reluctant and
unable to share reliable data on
incidents [5, 16, 24, 25, 41].
• Cyber-incident cost is not clearly
defined and hard to measure [5, 10,
24].
• A competitive environment
hinders information sharing among
providers [26, 27].
• Challenges of information
asymmetry [3, 8, 9, 24].

• Cyber-insurance is a new
product, i.e. having limited
historical data to build on.
• Getting hold of reliable
data from customers can be
challenging.

Demands on
customers;
efficient process
for customers
and insurance
companies

• Clients may not like being dictated
on how to mitigate cyber risk [24, 28],
and may choose carriers with less
stringent assessment practices [26].
• Insurance companies aim to reduce
effort of assessments [3, 26, 27].

• Implementation of basic
security measures is
required, and risk
assessment may introduce
further requirements.
• Large customer base is
needed, thus also efficient
risk assessment processes.
• The sales process needs
to be quick with a clear and
easy-to-understand
message.

Risk is
constantly
changing

• Rapid technological development • It is challenging to stay
and changes in attacker profiles may updated in the field, things
cause historical data to become
change quickly.
outdated quickly [8, 24–26].

• Interdependent security and
• When concerned about
correlated risk; the security of a node catastrophic incidents, this
is dependent on the security of other impacts policy terms
nodes and incidents may strike in a (become more risk averse).
correlated fashion [3, 9, 24].
• Cyber incidents may cause pay-out
on a number of different insurance
policies [22].
Table 1. Overview of identified challenges from literature and interviews

Globally
correlated and
interdependent
risk
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Fig. 2. Thematic network showing how insurance companies differentiate between potential customers.

Key risk factors. The interviewees did not provide any clear priorities on
which risk factors they consider most important, except that commonly used
factors include revenue and other metrics of the size of the business, as well as
the organisation’s operating sector. Instead, the insurance companies address a
broad range of factors (e.g. based on the ISO/IEC 27001 standard [21]). They
put some requirements on basic security measures that need to be in place for
all customers, but they can also pose more specific requirements on individual
customers. The criteria for deciding which security measures should be required
from customers were not laid out by any of the interviewees.
Some of the interviewees are concerned about what could be called catastrophic risk, i.e. the risk of incidents which impact the majority of their customers at the same time. The interviews however give no indication of factors
being considered most important to understand and address such risk.
Constraints. An interviewee explained how they find it challenging to stay
updated on the field of cyber security. This may in part be related to the fact
that cyber-insurance is a new product where they have limited experience and
actuarial statistics to build on. But it is also pointed out that cyber security
is an area where things change quickly, depending on the creativity of various
threat actors.
Access to data is one challenge often experienced. The information most
commonly collected (such as revenue and business sector) is easily obtained and
trusted. However, other types of information (data protection is particularly
mentioned) may be more difficult to get hold of. The interviewees mentioned
a number of reasons for this: competence available in the business on cyber
security and privacy; availability of the right people that have the competence,
and; unwillingness to share information. In addition comes the risk of getting
erroneous answers to the questions asked related to risk.
Insurance companies need to have a large customer base for their cyberinsurance products. This means that they need to be able to handle a large
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number of customers in an efficient manner, but also that the sales process and
the steps needed to become a customer is easy enough, not to hinder adoption.
Additionally, the requirements regarding implementation of security measures
must not be too strict. Currently, new customers are primarily reached through
two channels (and this varies a bit between the insurance companies): insurance
brokers and in-house sales personnel. Especially when in-house sales personnel
are used, it seems important to exhibit a clear and easy-to-understand sales
message and a quick process to sign up for cyber-insurance.

Making compromises. Today, insurance companies make several compromises
in the process of evaluating risk, agreeing on policies and setting premiums. The
following key areas came up in the interviews.
To get a large customer base, the insurance companies need to have efficient
processes for evaluating risk and it must be easy for customers to buy insurance.
At the same time, insurance companies need to be able to trust the assessments
they make regarding cyber risk of customers, and thus need to get hold of a
range of data related to risk. The collection process should ensure that data
can be trusted. To achieve a balance between these needs, the insurance companies today differentiate their customers, and only perform thorough analysis
of companies that are considered high risk. Differentiation is mainly done based
on size, either of the company or of the amount insured. Small sized companies
will have to answer only a very limited number of questions, ensuring the ability
of the insurance company to reach and handle a mass of customers. For larger
sized companies, a more thorough analysis is made, but also here some compromises have to be made to ensure an efficient collection process. Approaches made
to data collection include questionnaires filled out by company representatives,
interviews and security testing. Use of questionnaires requires less effort from
the insurance company, but potentially at the cost of trust in the data. There
is also the issue of how often to re-evaluate risk. The insurance companies are
aware that cyber risk is dynamic over time. At the same time, they have limited
capacity to re-evaluate risk on a regular basis.
The insurance companies in our study use third parties (cyber security experts) to perform the evaluation of company risks. Some interviewees state that
a key reason for this is limited competence on cyber risk management in-house.
The use of third party experts allows for high quality evaluations, and also opens
possibility for learning from the third parties and thus gradually building more
competence in-house. The insurance companies currently seem very dependent
on the evaluations made by these third parties.
The insurance companies do put some baseline security requirements on their
customers. As one interviewee states:“We don’t want to insure a burning house!”
At the same time, the companies want a volume of users, and to achieve this
they cannot raise the bar too high for their customers. Currently, requirements
on having anti-virus software and firewalls are common, either for becoming
a customer or as part of the insurance terms. Insurance companies may have
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more strict requirements for larger customers, based on the results of the risk
evaluation.

4

Approaches to efficient and thorough risk assessments

The results from our interview study supports the current literature on risk
assessment challenges for cyber-insurance carriers. The interview subjects all
represent insurance companies offering cyber-insurance in a market where this
is a new and unknown product. They have limited historical data to build on,
and there has not been many incident cases yet. This lack of experience and data
and the need for an efficient sales process highly impacts their approach to risk
assessment. In the following we explore two options for being able to perform a
thorough, and yet efficient assessment of risk in this context.
4.1

Reusable sector-specific risk models

As part of the process of differentiating cyber risk, insurance companies collect
information from customers in a structured and repeatable manner, for instance
through reusable questionnaires. We do, however, get the impression that the
process of determining the appropriate risk level based on the collected information is not always structured, and can be based on expert judgement alone, which
may result in arbitrary and poorly documented decisions. A common alternative
to expert judgement is to use a risk model. A risk model is often specified in a
modeling language that provides a precise and well-documented way of determining/calculating the risk level based on the information in the model. Creating
risk models, however, can be time consuming, and making a new model from
scratch for every assessment may not be feasible for insurance companies. One
way of mitigating this problem is to create a generic risk model which captures
some common knowledge and which can be reused in each assessment. Furthermore, the reusable risk model may be used as a basis for determining what kind
of information should be collected from the customers.
In many settings, building a reusable risk model may not be worth it because
the risk models vary too much across different assessments. However, in the setting of differentiating cyber risk insurance customers, several factors suggest that
the use of reusable risk models may be appropriate: (1) The risk assessments have
to be performed in a relatively short period of time, and the duration does not
vary greatly from customer to customer. (2) The type of risks considered in each
risk assessment are similar. These risks may for instance precisely correspond
the type of cyber risks that are to be insured and which have precise legal definitions in the cyber-insurance terms and conditions, e.g. Data Breach, Material
Interruption, or System Failure. (3) The information needed in each risk assessment is often collected from the customer in a structured manner and the type
of information collected is similar across different customers.
In the field of risk assessment, several kinds of risk modeling techniques exists.
These often build on tree-based and graph-based notations. Fault tree analysis
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(FTA) [19], event tree analysis (ETA) [1] and attack trees [38] are examples of the
former and provide support for reasoning about the sources and consequences
of unwanted incidents, as well as their likelihoods. Cause-consequence analysis
(CCA) [31], CORAS [23], and Bayesian networks [6] are examples of graph-based
notations.
None of the above mentioned techniques have dedicated support for risk
model reusability. In our opinion, for a risk modeling technique to support
reusability, it should at a minimum: (1) Clearly distinguish between the information in the risk model which is parameterized (i.e. information that may
vary across different risk model instances) and static information which should
stay the same across different instances. (2) Provide clear guidelines for how the
reusable risk model may be instantiated, i.e. how the parameterized information
should be replaced with information specific to the instantiation domain.
Although none of the above mentioned risk modeling techniques have dedicated support for reusability, all of them can be extended to support this. One
straightforward procedure for doing this in the setting of cyber risk insurance
is as follows: (1) Make a risk model capturing general cyber attacks and cyberinsurance risks. (2) Identify and clearly mark which estimates in the risk model
that are to be parameterized. (3) For each parameterized estimate, formulate a
natural language question whose answer will allow the estimate to be determined
for a given instantiation of the risk model.
By following the above steps, we obtain a set of questions in addition to a
general risk model whose parametrized estimates are marked. To instantiate the
risk model for a given cyber-insurance customer, we can give the questions to
the customer, then determine the values of the parameterized estimates based
on the answers to the questions, and finally determine the risk level using the
guidelines of the risk modeling technique.

Fig. 3. Example of a reusable risk model specified in CORAS

As an example, consider the reusable risk model shown in Fig. 3 specified
in the CORAS risk modeling language. A CORAS risk model is a graph whose
nodes describe the occurrence of events, and whose edges describe causal rela-
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tionships between events represented by the nodes. Nodes may be annotated with
likelihood values specifying how often events occur, and edges may be annotated
with conditional likelihood values specifying the likelihood that one event leads
to another event given that the former event has occurred. Consequences may
also be specified. In CORAS, this is done by including special nodes called assets
(the money bag in Fig. 3). The consequence that a node has on the asset may
then be specified by drawing an edge from the node to the asset and labelling
the edge with a consequence value. The meaning of the risk model specified in
Fig. 3 is: Threat Hacker initiates the threat scenario Denial of Service (DoS)
Attack with likelihood A1 which leads to the unwanted incident Material Interruption with conditional likelihood A2 which impacts the asset Availability with
consequence A3.
The CORAS modeling language does not have explicit support for specifying
parameterized values. However, in Fig. 3, we have indicated the parameterized
values by the variables A1, A2, and A3. In addition, we have specified questions
that may help estimate these values. In particular, question Q1 will help estimate
the likelihood A1 of DoS attacks, question Q2 will help determine the conditional
likelihood A2 that a DoS attack will cause Material Interruption given that the
attack is initiated, and Q3 will help estimate the consequence A3 of the Material
Interruption risk if it occurs.
In general, mapping an answer to an estimate may not be straightforward.
However, in the current example, this is fairly straightforward since the questions have been identified based on the risk model (as opposed to building an
appropriate risk model from a set of questions). To make matters even easier (for
the insurance company), the answers to the questions could be constrained such
that they can be directly replaced with the estimates they help determine in the
risk model. For instance, the possible answers to question Q1 could be a choice
between the likelihood values Low, Medium, or High, whose values have been
given a precise meaning, e.g. Low could mean less than one time per ten years.
Note that the likelihood estimate of the unwanted incident Material Interruption
in Fig. 3 is not parameterized. However, this likelihood value can be calculated
based on the other likelihood estimates in the diagram using the CORAS likelihood calculation rules. Using the CORAS calculation and verification rules will
not be an issue, since we are only interested in using these rules on instances
of the reusable model after the parametrized estimates have been replaced by
actual values.
Although there may be clear advantages of using reusable risk models to
differentiate cyber risk of insurance customers, more research is needed to determine how well this would work in practice. A particular concern is the feasibility
of providing estimates that are sufficiently precise to determine an accurate risk
level. If this proves to be infeasible, a possible solution is to only use qualitative
estimates, or to have an explicit representation of uncertainty in the risk model
if quantitative estimates are used. Another concern is how often the models need
to be updated or the risk re-assessed, due to the dynamic nature of cyber threats.
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A role for managed security service providers

Involving companies known as managed security service providers (MSSPs) can
potentially reduce the footprint and improve the quality of cyber risk assessments
for insurance companies. MSSPs are security companies who provide a range of
security products and services, often including 24/7 monitoring, analysis and
detection of malicious network traffic. In addition to having clear knowledge
of implemented security controls at their customers’ site, MSSPs notify their
customers about incidents as they happen and sometimes they assist customers
further with incident response services. At the MSSP the incidents are continuously being documented over time, through a range of incident categories, both
aggregated and on a per-incident basis.
From a perspective where the insurance company wants to assess risk of
the customer when calculating a premium, we believe an MSSP engaged by the
customer can provide very specific input in an effective manner, compared to
existing alternatives and practices. The MSSPs have already insight into their
customer’s security architecture, strengths and weaknesses, and in particular the
historical information on incidents and how these are handled. Such involvement
mitigates the challenge on access to data, as identified in Table 1. In addition,
MSSPs need to stay updated on general security and threat research, developing
knowledge on the overall threat landscape including both public information as
well as threat intelligence collected through monitoring their other customers,
and through threat intelligence sharing channels. A partnership with an MSSP
could help an insurance company better understand cyber risk, make the assessment process more efficient using previously collected knowledge, and staying
up-to-date in terms of risk for the particular customer, general trends and globally correlated risks which may accumulate to catastrophic incidents.
For MSSPs and insurance companies to collaborate, incentives are needed
for the customer organisation to allow information sharing between them. The
MSSP holds very sensitive and detailed data about their customers, although
some of this information can be made less sensitive through e.g. aggregation,
anonymization or generalisation. Since MSSPs have their own security and risk
experts in-house, the process of creating a risk map of their customer could for
instance be offered as a service to the insurance company, without disclosing all
of the underlying details. The result would still provide a reliable – and much
richer – basis for the insurance company to assess risk, than simply relying on a
self-evaluation by the customer.
While this approach limits the need for a potential insurance customer to
expose sensitive information any further than already done, it also reduces their
own workload related to obtaining insurance offers/coverage. It could also increase the likelihood that MSSP customers obtain a lower insurance premium as
a result of implemented security measures, due to larger transparency for the insurance company and documented controls in form of the implemented security
services by the MSSP. At the same time, selling this particular service provides
an incentive for MSSPs to get involved in the value-chain, along with the potential upside for MSSPs on selling incident response services through insurance
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companies whenever this serves as coverage. Finally, this process reduces costs
for the insurance company since it would be less cost-demanding than employing
another third party assessment from someone without previous knowledge of the
potential customer’s security architecture, controls and incident history.
If the MSSP industry were able to agree with the insurance companies on
a standard for disclosing risk information about their customers, we believe
a win-win situation could arise for all parties involved. In practice this is a
matter of agreeing on a level of detail and a format of the information to be
shared between the MSSPs and the insurance companies, and a portofolio of
products they can collaborate on. It is an open question to insurance companies
whether more transparency should automatically incur lower premiums. There
could also be implemented mechanisms where the MSSP automatically alerts
the insurance company directly about incidents at the insured company in a
timely and standardised manner, making it easier for the insurance company
to provide the right assistance in less time, and at an earlier stage, which may
help in limiting costs of incident handling. One could also imagine that the
MSSP would be directly authorised by the insurance company in these situations
to implement mitigations within agreed coverage limits, which would likely be
more effective than using a third party without a day-to-day relationship with
the insured company.

5

Discussion

In this paper we have presented practice and challenges regarding assessing cyber
risk of cyber-insurance customers, from the viewpoint of insurance companies.
Practice and challenges have been identified by studying literature, and through
a study of insurance companies in the Nordic market. It needs to be noted
that the study of insurance companies reported in this paper only include a
few companies, due to the size of the Nordic market, and in order to maintain
their anonymity we do not provide any specific details on these companies. As a
consequence of these limitations, we do not claim that our results are generalizable to all insurance companies. However, we believe the validity of our results
is strengthened when considered together with known challenges identified in
literature.
Table 1 compares the main results from the literature study with our study
of insurance companies. The results are very much in line; the same challenges
that are described in literature are experienced by the insurance companies we
have studied. However, what is more of a concern for the companies that we
have studied, compared to the emphasis it has been given in the literature, is
the need for an easy to understand product and an efficient sales process. As
already mentioned, the Nordic market for cyber-insurance is characterised by
this being a new and unknown product. This impacts the approach taken to risk
assessments. In addition to the need for an efficient sales process, the insurance
companies have limited experience with the product and little historical data to
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build on, though they can to some extent use experiences from cyber-insurance
in other markets.
To improve cyber risk insurers’ ability to have efficient, yet thorough analysis of cyber risk we have proposed two ways forward: reusable sector specific
risk-models and including MSSPs in the value chain. These are not completely
new ideas; the potential for developing a generic modeling structure for use with
cyber-insurance has been discussed in a roundtable event organised by Department of Homeland Security [29] as part of their work with building a repository
for sharing incident data [12], and in these discussions the potential role of
security companies came up regularly when it comes to providing incident information [26–29]. The study we have performed further underlies the need for
improved approaches, and in this paper we have provided more details on how
one could go about building such re-usable models, and strengthen the input to
the models by including MSSPs in the risk assessment process.
There is a need for more research in order to better understand how cyber
risk assessments could be improved related to cyber-insurance. We have only
studied this topic from the viewpoint of insurance companies, but other actors
also have important roles in this respect; customers, brokers and third-party risk
assessors. Further, the approaches we have outlined that can potentially improve
current practice need to be evaluated to assess whether or not they will have the
desired effect.

6

Conclusion

Insurance companies need to be able to assess cyber risk of prospective cyberinsurance customers. Many challenges related to performing such analysis have
been identified in literature, and our study of insurance companies offering cyberinsurance to the Nordic market shows that these challenges described in the literature are relevant for insurers that operate in a market where cyber-insurance
is a new and relatively unknown product. In such a market, the need for an
efficient sales process and a clear sales message further constrains how insurance
companies perform assessments of cyber risk. In this paper we have proposed
two possible approaches to improve insurers’ ability to perform efficient, yet
thorough analysis of cyber risk: building reusable sector-specific risk models and
collaborating with MSSPs.
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